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Makeup artist Annamarie Tendler's Daily Face feature on her behalf hugely popular Tumblr blog
page has inspired hundreds of thousands of supporters. She actually throws in a few head-
turning costume ideas. Today in her first book, she takes readers around the clock with 25 easy-
to-achieve looks for everything from a day first time to a retro-glam cocktail party or a sultry
smoky-eyed late night. It's about personal expression. Step-by-stage photos make it easy for
anyone (actually the makeup challenged) to check out along. A chic, purse-sized flexi paperback,
this is actually the perfect guidebook for the girl on the run. Tendler's pro ideas and "less is even
more" philosophy will charm to women who wish to appear amazing without expending hours
before the mirror.
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Meh, not what We was longing for. I'll be applying some of these guidelines for sure! She has
some weird costume makeup ideas in the back to do animal faces and so on. Fun, portable,
simple to use Clear easy to check out directions.. I < There wasn't much about brow grooming
(which judging from the author having amazeball eyebrows there would be). I cherished her wit
that shined through the composing, and her honesty about makeup and it's really purpose and
that it should never mask natural splendor.. Lovely book and fun read I purchased this book at
the recommendation of 1 of Anna's friends, and I arrived of reading it attempting to be Anna's
new BFF (in the event she's reading and taking applications, hi). I really wish there had been pics
of the models before the make-up was used so you could get yourself a sense of how much the
makeup actually did for every girl. was more approximately creating different looks with
different shades like green, purple I was longing for more style suggestions for everyday wear
and it was more approximately creating different looks with different colours like green, purple,
etc. Definitely a convenient manual to keep around for the more capable, and would make an
excellent gift to a teen just starting to wreck havoc on cosmetics. it's an excellent book for
minimalistic make-up and can use it for . This book would possibly be good for super beginners
at using makeup like your 13 season old niece.. The Daily Encounter is beautifully presented!..
Doesn't invariably expect you in order to do basic things eyeliner before you begin (though my
wings are still pretty sad.) I've basically loved every look I've done from it, and I've been holding
it in my suitcase since I got it! It gives very clear and concise instruction on . She enjoys make-up
and loves locating new ways to apply it, so this book was perfect! BEST BOOK! You must get this
publication if yo .. But def choose youtube for tutorials and schooling. BEST BOOK! You need to
get this book if yo hare interested in make up or in the event that you understand some on that
is. User-friendly and beautiful pictures! Five Stars Easy to comprehend and insanely helpful. The
Daily Encounter is beautifully presented! Perfect gift for high school and college girls I gave this
reserve to my most effective friend because she asked from something fun however practical
for Christmas... it's an excellent book for minimalistic make-up and can use it for tips for
customizing my look. It gives apparent and concise instruction on a variety of looks from very
natural, to evening constitute, and even fun costume applications. Not necessarily my thing, but
they might be even more interesting for more advanced makeup artists. . I have bought several
copies of the book to give as a gift! Three Stars It's ok however, not what I was hoping for. Good
Advice!! Definitely had the right looks and suggestions in here. We really wanted to such as this
but We was totally underwhelmed. It can be a helpful lead from teenage years to the mature
female... Her advice on enhancing our features is well worth the price, and even as a make-up
junkie I learned a lot. There have been some helpful suggestions about program and make-up
choices, but I possibly could have easily have found the same info on youtube make-up tutorials
or blogs. Easy-to-draw off looks shown with beautiful photos This book has made an enormous
difference in my own beauty routine. What I love about Annamarie's styles is definitely that she
encourages you to omit a few steps in a beauty routine (but never omit mascara). She displays
how exactly to pull of several polished looks that want only an extremely minimal makeup
package. She encourages you to keep the concealer and basis behind, but to try a red lip if
you're comfy with it.. I really like that it contains all of the tools that one must achieve the
required look. It's also a really beautifully designed reserve.all the different "looks" are kind of
the same with different colored eyeshadow.3 Chronicle books.
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